conference

essentia conference
Ultramodern aesthetics. Lines of absolute purity. Surfaces and supports perfectly
designed to suit your needs and tastes. Work walls that merge elegance with
functionality. Meeting spaces that reveal your organization’s stature.
Artopex has re-envisioned conference room furniture. In the beginning, there were
tables and credenzas; now, there is Essentia.
Horizon Oak & Cream Soft-Touch
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Amber Teak & lacquer

Amber Teak & lacquer
Choco Oak & glass

Removable panel on base allows for efficient cable management

Glass table top with multi-outlet module

New shapes, offered in various dimensions

Central accent with interagted multi-outlet module

Choco Oak

Bidirectional wood grain on surfaces & bases

Horizontal and vertical lines combine harmoniously through bidirectional wood grain
detailing on the work surfaces and Duo gables.
The wide range of metal and wood supports, and the comprehensive selection of
electrical modules meet the needs — both aesthetic and practical — of contemporary
conference rooms where technology is essential and ubiquitous.
With the precision and attention to design details that you expect from Artopex, even
the central table accent coordinates with the finish on the storage unit fronts and
doors.
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Mocha Zebra & Brown Soft-Touch

Choco Oak
Choco Zebra

Surface-integrated blotters, available in Soft-Touch

Storage fronts offered in wood, lacquer or Soft-Touch finishes

Meeting table with plug-in capacity

Optional Noki electronic lock on all storage units

Central accent offered in glass, lacquer or Soft-Touch finishes

Whether for formal presentations or impromptu confabs, group meetings or private
consultations, official briefings or one-on-one discussions, the Essentia collection is
suited to any space, any order of business.

Choco Zebra & Brown Soft-Touch

Low table and wall-mounted unit

From comfortable and durable blotters to ingenious Noki electronic locks: a multitude
of options lets you adapt these pieces to your exact needs. Good decisions are made
around Essentia conference tables.
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Who says that meetings have to be austere and monotonous? Certainly not Artopex.
Blending luxurious and contemporary materials, Essentia is always of the essence,
giving your conference room new focus, renewed energy.
The warmth of wood, the rich texture of Soft-Touch leather, the luster of glass accents,
refined metal pulls, discreet electrical access — Artopex conference collections are
the picture of refinement.

Silver Walnut & Glass (central accent)
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classic conference
The Classic Series gives your conference room undefinable dignity, elegance and
dependability. What creates this prestigious impression? Is it the warmth and opulence
of the natural wood finishes? Is it the round legs beneath the credenzas, adding an
ineffable touch of nobility?
It is all of these details, these subtle touches; it is the "je-ne-sais-quoi", that elusive
quality that Artopex masters to such artful effect.
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Choco Walnut
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Natural Maple

Choco Walnut
Choco Walnut

Wide choice of solid wood moldings

Choice of base: wood, metal/wood or metal

Surfaces in either 13/16" or 19/16" thicknesses

Work wall comes with accessory rail, tackboard or marker board

Cognac Walnut

Wood or glass storage doors with curved contemporary pulls

Solve conference room storage with well-designed units featuring wood or glass
doors. Put all the latest technology to work for you with three multi-outlet module
options. Take advantage of the numerous sleek metal accessories by choosing the
work wall with an integrated accessory rail.
The Classic Series from Artopex — the art of the efficiency.
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Finishes - Essentia

Built-in Multi-Outlet Module

Multi-Outlet Module

WZ01

WZ02

WZ14

WZ03

WZ80

WZ16

WS78

Pivoting Multi-Outlet Module
WZ78

WS16

Zebra

Walnut

Noki Electronic Lock

Removable Access Panel

WO78

WO14

WO02

WO03

Oak
Lectern

Cutlery Tray

WT01

WT83

WT80

WT84

Teak

Arched Pull - Essentia Conference

FT41

FT42

FT43

FT44

Straight Pull - Essentia Conference
LQ31

Soft-Touch

Lacquer

VG51

Glass

Finishes - Classic
Contemporary Pull - Classic Conference

Wire through and other accessories
for cable management.
WW14

WW80

WW36

WW16

WC80

WC82

WC83

WC84

WW03

Walnut

Shelf with notch and back
of credenza with optional
grommet.
Lower wall panel with
optional notch allows the
passage of cabling towards
the wall.

Cherry

Removable panel allows access
to the interior of the base.

VC
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WM78

Maple

Clear Glass

VG

Frosted Glass

Reproductions of the above colors may vary slightly from the actual colors.
Please refer to actual samples available through your distributor
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